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NEWS FROM THE PROVINCIAL OFFICE
By Carmen Paterson-Payne - Coordinator

This 2018 summer edition of NPP News will give you quick look at what is happening in
Manitoba and some valuable information on resources and supports for program practitioners!

WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE PROVINCIAL OFFICE FOR
THE SUMMER?
The Provincial Office will be closed for Holidays from
July 9rd to the 17th and then again August 20 – 31st.
For the rest of the summer, I will be
working reduced hours but will be
available most Tuesdays and
Wednesdays.
If you require parent kits for end of
July or beginning of August, please
place your order now!

“Love the connection the parents made with one another. I saw
them exchanging numbers and setting up times to get together
with their children. Seeing them build their circles of support was
to me a great success”
- facilitator

REMINDERS ON HOW TO ORDER PARENT KITS AND
THE NEW DATA COLLECTION FORMS:
 Ordering parent kits, downloading a poster and
reporting your parent groups has gotten much
easier for you! Go to www.nobodysperfect.ca.
Click on Provincial contacts box and go to
Manitoba. Scroll down and find the ‘facilitators
forms’ box. Click on it.  No need to go into
the facilitator portal to access our Manitoba
things.
 Please use the facilitator portal to find
resources, enter your name to the national
directory, watch/listen to webinars etc. The
password is NPfacilitator! (cap & symbol sensitive)
 NEW this year – No more program monitoring
form! You only report on the data collection
form on the top left side of the website!
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SAVE THE DATE!
My Tween and Me facilitator training will be on November 7, 8 and 9th at
Youville Centre. Space will be limited to 24. (this is the first training ever in Western Canada!)

What is My Tween and Me ???
My Tween and Me (MTM) is a parenting program for families with children
7- 12 years.
This Canadian program developed by BC Council for Families is evidence-based and is
intended to strengthen the confidence and ability of parents to positively influence the lives
of their school aged children. MTM uses empathy based experiential learning opportunities
and asks parents to see how their children see the world. The program is not prescriptive, but
is a guide to support parents and children transition to adolescence, similar to Nobody’s
Perfect! It works well with all cultures and family structures. This program aligns with the
philosophy of Nobody’s Perfect and NPP facilitators will be able to offer another parent
program for the next age group!
Parents and facilitators have been asking NPP Manitoba for a program like this for a
long time! We are very excited to bring this program training to our NPP facilitators
and community partners 

As you all know, this year NPP Manitoba was awarded a Winnipeg
Foundation Grant for our Dads Engaging Dads project and a Manitoba
Community Services Grant for our Side by Side project. Each project utilized
peer fathers to recruit and help facilitate Nobody’s Perfect Dads groups.
Highlight was our Super Dads = Super Kids Family Fun Day held in March
with approximately 350 fathers, children, family and volunteers attending.
NPP Manitoba is now creating a collaborative network to promote knowledge
sharing among program facilitators and their agencies. A two day provincial
NPP conference was well attended in January that featured father focused
content. Plans to complete the full reports on the projects and tool kit
development will happen this summer/fall of 2018, however the projects will
continue as there has been a ripple effect of an increase of fathers wanting
access to programs!
If you wish to access some of our father focused resources available by Dad
Central, email me at carmen@youville.ca
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“I liked the fact when
one dad came a few
weeks late, there was
no judgement by the
others. All accepted
him. The men made
connections with one
another.”
– volunteer facilitator

RESOURCES AND REMINDERS:
 The entire Super Dads = Super Kids NPP
Poster Series is now posted under the
Dad Central Manitoba box on the
Manitoba Page on the website
 NPP Manitoba/Dad Central has created
10 Nobody’s Perfect father focused tip
sheets based on best practices in child
health promotion for the Public Health
Agency of Canada. Topic areas include
the existing Nobody’s Perfect tip sheet
themes of: Body, Mind, Safety, Behaviour
and Parents. These tip sheets also include
fun and interactive parent child activities!
They are currently in the edit and design
phase. Stay tuned this fall!
 The New 2016 Facilitator Guides,
planning forms and parent certificates
are available as a fillable pdf!
Please email me to get yours!

Upcoming Events!
July /
August
September

 July 9 – 13 NPP Facilitator Training in Brochet
 24th NPP Steering Committee Meeting 1:30 – 3:00 pm @ Youville Centre 33
Marion st All welcome!
 28th NPP Trainer Team Meeting 9:00 am to 4:30 pm @ Youville Centre

October

 9th NPP Facilitator REFRESHER Day 9:00 am to 4:30 pm @ Youville Centre
The refresher is for new facilitators who have not yet received their certificates &/or
others who have not run a parent group in over 2 years. Registration will be required.
Watch for more info on the Manitoba - Facilitator Workshops page on
www.nobodysperfect.ca

 11th NPP Facilitator REFRESHER WEBINAR TWO PART SERIES Part #1 Noon to
2:00 pm for 2 sessions.
This webinar series is for new facilitators who have not yet received their certificates
&/or others who have not run a parent group in over 2 years who are unable to
attend the face to face refresher in Winnipeg. Registration will be required. Watch
for more info on the Manitoba - Facilitator Workshops page on www.nobodysperfect.ca

 23rd to 26th NPP facilitator training @ Youville Centre in Winnipeg

November

 1st NPP Facilitator REFRESHER WEBINAR TWO PART SERIES Part #2 Noon to
2:00 pm for 2 sessions.
This webinar series is for new facilitators who have not yet received their certificates
&/or others who have not run a parent group in over 2 years who are unable to
attend the face to face refresher in Winnipeg. Registration will be required. Watch
for more info on the Manitoba - Facilitator Workshops page on www.nobodysperfect.ca

 7, 8, 9 My Tween and Me Facilitator Training, Youville Centre in Winnipeg
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EXPLORING VALUES:

NOBODY’S PERFECT FACILITATORS & TRAINERS PD CORNER:

Respect for other peoples values is one of
the key concepts of Nobody’s Perfect.

Treating values with respect is
fundamental to the Nobody’s Perfect
approach. Your role as a NPP
facilitator is to acknowledge the
diversity of values, not to change
people’s values or promote your own.
Remember to:
Recognize Values – People’s values
come from their experiences and
background.
Honour diversity – Often, individuals
are unaware of how deeply their
values influence their actions. It is
critical that facilitators become
conscious of their own values and
recognize that these values are not
superior to any other values.
Examine your assumptions – In order
to respect and honour diversity,
facilitators first need to examine the
assumptions that their experience and
values may lead them to make.
Respect Values – In NPP groups,
facilitators who are aware of their own
and others’ values create an
atmosphere in which participants feel
safe. When people feel accepted and
safe they are more open to learning
and the group is more effective.
Adapted from:
Public Health Agency of Canada. (2016) Nobody’s Perfect
Trainer Training Manual, Third Edition

Energizer
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
Objective:
The purpose of this game is to be attentive, act quickly, gives simple
physicality and encourages you to think on your feet.
Activity:







Participants should stand in a circle, with one person in the middle.
The person in the middle starts acting out a simple action such as brushing
their hair.
One person from the circle hops in and asks “Hi Ang, what are you
doing?”
The person in the middle must think of something to do that is not what they
are currently doing. Use the first thing that comes to your mind! For
example, Player A is brushing their Hair. Player B comes in and asks “Hi
Joe, What are you doing?” Player A says “I’m building a sandcastle!”
It is then the job of player B to start acting out the task player A said.
Player A steps back into the circle and a new player joins in and asks, “
Hi Cathy, What are you doing?”
Encourage them to continue until everyone has been in the middle

Debrief
Notice: Ask participants what did they notice about how this activity? What
did they hear? See?
Relate: Ask how this relates to being a parent? What does it remind them of?
Apply: Ask now that you are aware, how could you use this information?
Ask how you could use this game with their children? When or why?
Please note that with most activities, we learn and adapt them throughout our careers. Therefore I do not know the originator of this activity to properly cite.

Contact information:
Carmen Paterson-Payne | Provincial Coordinator
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Manitoba
Office|Cell: 204.231.3208
Fax: 204.233.1520
Email: carmen@youville.ca

Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba
Youville Centre 33 Marion St
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0S8

www.nobodysperfect.ca

The NPP Manitoba provincial office is located on Treaty One Territory and on the homeland of the Manitoba Métis.
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